Project Amplify
GLOBAL ALLIANCE

We believe in the power of young people to drive change.

Activating the energy and amplifying the voice of millions of youth as a catalyst for broader societal change on both a local and global scale.

Global Network of Education Leaders
- Unparalleled global operational capability with entities in 50 countries
- Pilot locations in Monterrey, Mexico and Southern California or Miami
- Relationships with other networks of education leaders in other countries
- Influential alumni community

Leading Citizenship Education Curriculum
- Strings of citizenship learning experiences firmly based on learning science research
- Track record of transformational impact
- Strong backing by Government (Australia) and Philanthropy (CZI, Omidyar et al.)
- Partnerships with 15 other education providers

World’s Second Largest Film Exhibition Company
- 5770 cinemas globally
- Experience with delivering in “the last mile” with pop-up cinema for villages
- Annual audience of 330 million
- Relationships with several other global film exhibition companies

Creative Content for Social Change
- Film and television content production to spur social change
- Over 100 films with 73 Oscar nominations and 18 wins including Best Picture for Green Book and Spotlight
- Roma project on rights of domestic workers

Leading Management Consulting Firm
- Deep roots with private and public sector leaders in 70+ countries
- World class digital platform capabilities
- Deep project management expertise to manage project from pilot to global rollout

World-class Impact Evaluation
- Deep expertise in education evaluation
- Track record in design/implementation of impact assessment in edutainment
- Established experience in many countries around the world
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